3.5mm 4 Position to 2x 3 Position 3.5mm Headset Splitter Adapter - M/F
StarTech ID: MUYHSMFF

The MUYHSMFF Headphone/Microphone Combo Jack splitter (4-position 3.5mm to dual 3-position 3.5mm) is a
headset Splitter Adapter that features one 3.5mm Male (TRRS) and two 3.5mm (TRS) Female connectors, enabling
you to add a mono microphone input, as well as a stereo output to your PC or Laptop, through a single 3.5mm audio
port.
While some of the newer laptops from Apple® and Dell® feature only a single (4-position) 3.5mm audio port to
support both audio input and output, this innovative headset splitter adapter breaks the audio port out into two
distinct ports - one that can be used for a microphone input connection, and the other for connecting external (output)
speakers.
The headset splitter features a compact and sturdy design to deliver the perfect solution for applications that require
portability, and takes up very little space in your laptop bag.
This high quality 3.5mm Headset Splitter Adapter is backed by StarTech.com's lifetime warranty.
Please note:
This adapter is not a headphone splitter/Y-cable. It cannot be used to split the audio output to two separate sets of
headphones or speakers.
Some laptops and mobile devices will not work with all external microphones. This is typically caused by an
impedance mismatch between the microphone and the device. This is due to hardware incompatibility and is not a
limitation of the MUYHSMFF adapter.
To ensure proper hardware detection, we recommend that the external headset be plugged into the adapter first,
before the adapter is connected to the computer or mobile device.
Användning

Allows the use of an external microphone and speakers with PCs or Laptops, that are equipped with a
combo 4-position/4-pin audio port

Funktioner

Compact design for maximum portability - a great solution to have on hand in your laptop bag
Lightweight, yet sturdy design that can easily be plugged in when required
Tekniska specifikationer

Warranty
Lifetime
Connector Plating
Nickel
Cable Jacket Type
PVC - Polyvinyl Chloride
Connector A
1 - 3.5 mm Mini-Jack (4 Position) Male
Connector B
2 - 3.5 mm Mini-Jack (3 Position) Female
Color
Black
Connector Style
Straight
Wire Gauge
28 AWG
Cable Length
0.2 m [0.7 ft]
Product Length
200 mm [7.9 in]
Product Weight
9 g [0.3 oz]
Package Quantity
1
Shipping (Package) Weight 0 kg [0 lb]
Included in Package
1 - 3.5mm 4 Pin to 2x 3 Pin 3.5mm Headset Splitter Adapter - M/F
Certifikat, rapporter och kompatibilitet

